
For this one just do 2 USBs and some Dental Floss, no HDD/SSD/Optical Drive and do it that 
way like any other Tard, then lock it up like any other tool, LUKS LVM combined with 
Veracrypt, get the Iris Mini Blue Light Filter, disable ssh-agent, remove from sudoers file, 
nosystemd*org Pfsense not Iptables, Microkernel not Linux or BSD or other Monolics or Hybrid 
Kernels, then do it that way like any other shit head, mitigate on the RAM Disk, Never stor 
anything that has a Binary Instruction or is BASE LATIN or any Base of 8 PERIOD, use only 
ALIEN CHARACTERS AND SPEAK RETARDED WITH A BALLPOINT PEN BECAUSE 
YOUR SIGNARURE IS YOUR TOP TRUST NOT YOUR STRAWMAN FICTION IN ALL 
CAPITALS A SLAVE UNIFORM COMMERCIAL CODE TOOL OF THE CESTUI QUE VIE 
ACT OF 1666 AD and the Act of 1871 and the Emergency Banking Act of 1933 and the Federal 
Reserve Act of 1913 and blablablabla..... PATRIOT ACT!!!! REAL ID ACT!!! RIOT ACT!!!
BAKER ACT!!! EVENT 201!!! 5G 6G 4G!!! WiFi!!! IEEE 802.11 Blue Light, CANCER 
CANCER CANCER!!! That is all it will be 12 Alien Martian Races and Some Capensis Aliens 
and Some Zionist Jews run everything despotically, we always had the same despotic owners and 
people who think you have choice are totally brainwashed by whatever Television or Mainstream 
Media Box they are listening to or looking at, The Protocols of the Learned Elders of The Zion 
and Jewish Supremacism by David Duke, then you have Kyle+Odom+Manifsesto+PDF on 
DuckDuckGo, Yandex, Google, Baidu, Archive*today/*org and so on... Loc*gov even has 
MKULTRA and you do not need to go to the FBI or CIA FOIA to find 
COINTELPRO/MKULTRA just go to loc*gov the Library of Congress and only 2 results ...



Black Ballpoint Bic Pens are best for Affidavits and Remote Viewing and Voting and every other 
thing you can think of... One-Time Pads are never as good as retard alien characters because 
aliens have no 8-base base-8 Binary Instruction Set in this way we see Tilda or (~) as just a set of 
01111110  and Tilda having six on values and 2 off values in binary making it total shit for 
security, the only thing that does is not any of the 100 Languages of Uniform Commercial Code 
that goes all the way back to Vatican Roman Times and the Zionist Jew Mossads won the game...
# arch32-mirrorlist su passwd/root pacman -Syu --debug ;
# pacman -Sc -Syy pamac-manager disable AUR ... ;
# pamac-manager > update > AUR-Only ... ;
# /etc/pacman.d/mirrorlist chmod -R 777 file/dir cd ... ;
# Updated 2020 Manjaro 17 i686 32 bit ... ;
# pacman-key --init ; So deprecated just get an .appimage ;
# Then for veracrypt/iris mini, get the binary via web ... ;
Server = http://arch32.mirrors.simplysam.us/$arch/$repo
Server = https://mirror.archlinux32.org/$arch/$repo
Server = https://32.arlm.tyzoid.com/$arch/$rep



dental-floss-2 Manjaro Linux 17 i686 xfce ...
>> sourceforge*net ... Image it iso9660-
USB
dumbdumb if=xaa.iso of=/dev/sdx bs=4M
killall ssh-agent / su root / htop / f9 / 
passwd 
root / passwd manjaro ... cat xaa.iso 
>/dev/sdx ; echo ; Gufw Firewall set to 
public, theming disabled, High Contrast, 
icons also, settings is text then no images 
or 
buttons, su root passwd root manjaro set , 
Point of Sale No Blanking, only sound and 
netowork manager no workspaces, for 
menu/icons uncheck all in desktop, heaps 
of  overhead ... Disable Bluetooth set BIOS 
PW Set the LUKS LVM on the External HDD 
WD MyPassport with USB Stick attached 
with dental-floss... su root passwd 
root/manjaro... Palemoon*org >> Linux >> 
slackbuilds >> 32 bit+ABPrime (.tgz) ...
The DNS Server: 45.60.1.1 (The CFR*org)
#The Cloned Mac Addresses: Spoffed XSS Breached Useless Internet :
5MiB upload 5MiB download <Just lame average degen trash numbers as 
usual>...
1a1a1a1a1a1a #5a5a5a5a5a5a aaaaaaaaaaaa bbbbbbbbbbbb 
#cccccccccccc dddddddddddd aabbccddeeff #001122334400 
004433221100 666666666666 #ffffffffffff 909090909090 
eeeeeeeeeeee 444444444444 
htop / F9 / su root / passwd root / passwor user ; 
killall rsyslogd ; killall polkitd ; killall cupsd ; 
killall gsd-printer ; killall ssh-agent ;


